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LAPSED LISTENER PROBLEM
common source of memory leaks for OOP languages
ALWAYS DETACH OBSERVERS
OBSERVER IN C#

Language level support:
- delegate
- event and eventhandler
- action (action <T>, action <T1, T2> etc)
- func<TResult> (func<T,TResult>, etc)

Interface level support:
- System.IObservable<T>
- System.IObserver<T>
TODO

- Read Observer chapter from Game Programming patterns and CGLearn
  http://www.gameprogrammingpatterns.com/observer.html

- Do the Observer task from CGLearn
  https://cglearn.codelight.eu/student/tasks

- Also recommend reading dirty flag pattern for optimization, as they are often used together.
  http://gameprogrammingpatterns.com/dirty-flag.html